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FACEIT to Host PUBG Global Summit in

London
by Graham Ashton  —  February 13, 2019  Reading Time: 2min read

PUBG Corp. has partnered with FACEIT to
host its �rst international tournament of the
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Graham Ashton

Graham is a business journalist with The Esports Observer, with four years
writing in the industry. He covers the governance side of esports, including
federations/associations and the Olympic movement. In addition, he is the
host of The Esports Observer podcast, and is a frequent moderator at

year.

Taking place in London, the top 24
PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds (PUBG) teams
from the game’s regional esports circuits will
compete over four days.

In addition to the main event, there will be a duos mode showmatch, open for
competitors through the FACEIT platform.

The �rst international PUBG  competition of the year will be held at London’s ExCeL centre,
from April 16-21. The FACEIT  Global Summit: PUBG Classic will feature 24 qualifying teams
from the PUBG national professional leagues. Conditions for quali�cation, prize-pools, and
sponsors have not yet been announced. The Esports Observer will update this article when
more details become available.

In addition to the main event, there will be a duos showmatch (an alternate game mode
featuring two-player teams), featuring six teams who took part in the FACEIT PUBG
Showdown. PUBG Corp. and FACEIT �rst partnered in August 2018, with FACEIT using its
platform to create a progression system for players, building a path to the professional
leagues.

Related Article: PUBG Details Esports Plans for China

The FACEIT Global Summit: PUBG Classic will be the end of the �rst phase of the 2018-19
PUBG esports calendar. Two more international events will take place in July and November,
with the latter being a $2M USD prize pool Global Championship. The leagues, which cover
nine regions in total, are largely run by third-party companies, such as Starladder  and OGN ,
and are to feature a pro�t-sharing model that includes coverage of team expenses.

Tags:  FaceIt NPL OGN pel PUBG PUBG Corp StarLadder summit
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conferences and events. His previous journalistic work covered music and
�lm.
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YMCA Partners With LeagueSpot For National Esports Pilot

Program
by James Fudge  MARCH 4, 2021

The YMCA will announce later today that it is working with Chicago-based tournament platform
operator LeagueSpot to build out a...
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MaxRacer Sponsors Brazilian “eNational Team”
by Victor Frascarelli  MARCH 4, 2021
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